
Aquamarine seas, spectacular sunsets and skies saturated with colors 

from the palettes of painters: the renowned natural elements of Key West 

have long provided inspiration for the island’s creative conversations. 

But the island city also intrigues with a contemporary edge and flair that 

flourishes well beyond its borders—often a delightful and sophisticated 

surprise for arts enthusiasts. 

Since the 1930s, the Florida Keys have zeroed in on their heritage and 

natural resources to drive the economy and allure of the islands, helping 

make Key West the arts destination it is today, with more artists and gal-

leries per capita than anywhere in the world. Key West native and past 

curator of museums in both Europe and South America Nance Frank takes 

the Works Progress Administration’s  lead with the current curating of her 

Gallery on Greene. 

The gallery has great depth, representing a refi ed and eclectic group-

ing of over 37 local artists within 100 miles of Key West, many of whom 

have earned significant 

international acclaim, 

including seven Pulit-

zer Prizes. The work of 

late editorial cartoonist 

and three-time Pulit-

zer Prize-winning Jeff 

MacNelly is fil ed with 

irony and amusement: 

transgender roosters 

with sequined bosoms, 

dogs riding bicycles 

with people in baskets, 

and looming, colorful 

figures with their small 

Chihuahuas—spirited 

elements of the city from which his work was drawn. 

“We also have world-class light to work with, which draws many art-

ists,” says Frank, remarking how the vibrant and lush landscape inevitably 

plays into the work of the artists she represents. 

Regionalist Peter Vey embraces the spirit of both the Impressionists 

and Post-Impressionists in his exuberant still lifes but with tropical inspi-

ration. “He haunts the halls of museums and picks up techniques from all 

the greats,” says Frank of the artist whose verve and drama in capturing 

light and color are enhanced by his artist’s mixing knife—his only tool. 

Tonalist Priscilla Coote brings to life the saturated hues of the island’s 

idyllic environment in a way that integrates past with present. Her sunlit 

surroundings and love of deep shadows create a world on the page so ethe-

real you want to dive in. 

William B Thompson offers provocative and engrossing landscape 

paintings that meld innovation, abstraction, vibrant color and realistic 

images with distinction 

and confidence. 

Carole Feuerman ren-

ders swimmers with wa-

ter droplets that dot the 

figures’ skin and glisten 

so realistically you want 

to touch them. One of 

the world’s most cele-

brated and infl ential 

hyperrealist sculptors, 

Feuerman creates pow-

erful impersonations in 

both monumental and 

life-sized work and is 

the only figurative artist 
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ABOVE: Carole A. Feuerman, Monumental Quan, 2012, Oil on Bronze with Polished 
Stainless Steel, 67” x 60” x 43”.
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to hyperrealistically      paint bronze for use in outdoor public art and install 

them into water.

But what is contemporary without the history that helps shape and in-

form it? Frank’s gallery is no stranger to heritage, with the notable Mario 

Sanchez featuring prominently in her space. The most important Cuban 

American folk artist of the 20th century, the Key West native’s work pre-

serves the “old Key West” with stories and scenes of everyday life found 

inside his colorful woodcarvings of Cuban, Afro-Cuban, Bahamian, Af-

ro-Bahamian, Jewish, Chinese and Italian cigar rollers, street vendors, and 

fis ermen.  

“His work shows how we, as a culture, embrace diversity and one human 

race,” she says.  “He helps reveal the Cuban values and utopian spirit found 

here.”

Frank herself has worked to build the cultural bridge to our closest 

neighbor for more than 20 years, offering her experience with the infl en-

tial and sophisticated Cuba and Cuban culture to arts enthusiasts through 

legal art tours. It is this experience that gives her a deep connection with 

revered Cuban artists Mendive, Fabelo, Rocio, Sandra Ramos, Stainless, 

and The-Merger—the auction darlings of Cuba represented in her gallery. 

Fabelo’ s mysterious and magical drawings, watercolors, oils and instal-

lation pieces offer commentary on the human condition with elements of 

Surrealism and Expressionism that leave one haunted but wanting more. 

The-Merger is the artistic enterprise of sculpture between Cuban cre-

ators Alain Pino, Mario Miguel Gonzalez (Mayito), and Niels Moleiro, a trio 

greatly infl enced by the present economic, social and political conditions 

in Cuba. Their objects hold hidden stories of cultural and historical mean-

ing and often express a sense of playful cynicism. 

Afro-Cuban artist Mendive incorporates drawing, painting, body paint-

ing, wood carving, and sculpture into his work. The harsh economic climate 

requires him to rely on creativity and resourcefulness—paint and wood 
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ABOVE: The Merger, Tsunami, 2014, 14” x 15” x 13”.
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and other combined elements such as hair, sand, feathers and glass—all 

lending to a primitive quality. 

No stranger to utilizing the landscape’s offerings around her, Helen 

Harrison takes her inspiration from the island’s indigenous resources: 

fallen palm fronds; native Floridian hard woods; seedlings and pods; the 

rich and vibrant colors of the flora. She transforms these resources into 

sensual, contemporary sculptures with a sensitive and poetic edge, rising 

up out of their rawness into a respected collector’s level of interest. 

Harrison’s love of woodworking and assemblage comes from more 

than a decade of building and living on a wooden boat with husband and 

author/musician Ben Harrison, who recently documented some of their 

experiences in his latest novel, Sailing Down the Mountain: A Costa Rican 

Adventure. Harrison Gallery and her work studio behind it has become a 

literal door to open for people to see her work and has been open for al-

most 30 years. 

Harrison curates new and select artists to share her gallery with, in-

cluding avian artist Cindy Kulp, whose exquisite treatment of light creates 

paintings that are almost sculptural in their own right; Charles Pebworth, 

best known for his metal relief sculptures and incorporation of found nat-

ural materials into his mysterious, geometric and contemporary pieces; 

and Bradley Sabin, whose sculptural wall installations of natural elements 

beckon a sense of magical realism that engages and delights.  

The contemporary pulse continues with arts and culture center The Stu-

dios of Key West, which recently relocated to a landmark Art Deco building 

in the heart of the island’s bustling downtown area. The vibrant organiza-

tion presents exhibitions, art talks, classes and performances while pro-

viding studio space and residencies to artists. 

Visitors to the Studios’ galleries enjoy an eclectic variety  of rotating 

works by island and international artists as well as outdoor installations 

in the lush Sculpture and Nature Garden. They celebrated their inaugural 
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ABOVE: Adam Russell, 5 Watchovers, 2014, Ceramic, 
Steel, Stone, 1’ x 6’.
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season in the new building with an exhibition by Stainless, the three-man 

collective of Alejandro Pineiro Bello, Jose Gabriel Capaz, and Roberto Fa-

belo Hung. Amidst the explosion of interest in contemporary Cuban art in 

recent years, Stainless has managed to stand out with a savvy mix of se-

duction, spectacle and humor. 

Local artist Adam Russell’s own large-scale sculptures have become a 

defining fi ture of Key West Pottery and will be featured in an exhibition 

at The Studios of Key West in April. Key West Pottery, too, has recently 

moved—to the upper Duval arts district. The ceramics specialty gallery 

with functional pottery and fi e art appeals to the contemporary, chic, 

and colorful aesthetic of South Florida with artworks that range from tea 

bowls to large-scale public installations.

“His work has become less a teapot and more of a cultural placemarker,” 

says Russell’s wife and gallery manager Kelly Lever, who produces the gal-

lery’s functional work with Zen-like creativity and precision. 

Both are educated painters, putting a contemporary spin on an ancient 

art form and adorning their pieces with imagery and color that share the 

current essence of the Florida Keys. “The material we use is so durable it 

stands the test of time,” says Lever. “An archeologist will learn a lot about 

who we, as a culture, are.”

The Mel Fisher Maritime Museum is already doing just that. The only 

accredited museum in the Florida Keys, it is also an active research center 

with an on-staff archeologist that aids in the development of its exhibits 

on slavery, artifact recovery and conservation and piracy. 

The museum is well respected for its work with the slave ship Henrietta 

Marie and the Key West African Cemetery, both of which have shed in-

valuable insight into the Transatlantic Slave Trade. The museum archae-

ologist, conservator, and interns are currently focused on the shipwreck 

Santa Clara, which sank in 1564. 

The Museum’s most famous story may well be that of Mel himself. After 

a 16-year search, with the support of the Key West community of divers, 

his family, and investors who believed in him, he was able to not only 

discover the Spanish treasure galleon Nuestra Senora de Atocha but a time 

capsule of life in 1622.  This year marks the 30th anniversary of his hope-

ful expression, “Today’s the day,” actually proving to be true. 

 Painter Noel Skiba searches for her own treasure in the light of the 

islands. 

“As a historian, I document a moment. I paint spontaneously on site,” 

she says. “Whenever or where the spirit moves me, I am ready.”

Working in both her Big Pine Key studio gallery and on Mackinac Is-

land, Skiba uses an impasto technique with acrylics and oil in her plein air 

paintings to convey the changing tones of tropical light and often paints 

while standing in the ocean.

Gildea Contemporary Gallery is the newest of galleries on the island 

city, housing a diverse range of local and international artists owner Paul 

Gildea has selected to represent “something new to the Keys art scene,” 

he says.  

Ancizar Marin creates small figurative forms made of fi erglass and au-

tomotive paint that engage one another in dynamic groupings and can 

be rearranged at will. Pamela Kostmayer creates abstracts through col-

lage, encaustic, shadowbox and assemblage with a spirit of spontaneity 

and surprise while reflecting her background in interior design. Emmy 
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Award-winning artist Maria Sultan identifies with the Abstract Expres-

sionists and has a defi ed vocabulary of line, form and color that trans-

forms itself on the canvas. 

Local AD Tinkham’s poetic, minimalist landscapes border abstraction 

and convey a depth of movement and light and the essence of place. Local 

sculptor and founder of Sculpture Key West Jim Racchi works with steel, 

allowing him to “draw directly in space” with his columns that represent 

the figure, standing or in motion.  And local Dick Buckheim, who has been 

exhibiting for the last 40 years, creates large abstracts and figurative work 

with equal skill and precision. 

Photographer Alan Kennish offers his printing services to document, 

publish and reproduce these sophisticated artists with his high-tech Bet-

terlight System, which allows him to render very high resolution, color 

correct images. As the only studio in South Florida with this equipment, 

Kennish has served over 150 clients in the last year alone. Kennish’s work 

is an important element of the contemporary arts scene in the Keys, pre-

serving what is for generations to come. 

As the stopping point for international interaction with their south-

ernmost neighbor coupled with the many creative artists drawn to the 

islands’ physical and cultural climate, the Florida Keys and Key West will 

long continue to offer fresh, sophisticated perspectives sure to keep the 

contemporary art dialogue vital and growing. 

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Cricket Desmarais has long been inspired by the history & arts of Key West & has 
lived there for over 15 years.  Her first novel—a historical fiction piece set between 
Cuba & Key West during the WPA days, will be released (this month) through Salt 
Editions.  cricketdesmarais.com
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ABOVE: Helen Harrison, Surrounded, 2012, paper, 
oil, brass, 24kt gold, wood, 25” x 20”.
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